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On the Discovery of Jeductive Science 

How did the notion of deductive science--science based on defi r itio~s. 

postulates_, and axioms, science consisting of a sequence of proposi tior:s. 

each of which is deduced, either from previously deduced propositions, or 

from the definitions, postulates, and axioms initially set out--how did this 

notion first come to be thought of. and then realized? For there seems 

to have been a particular moment in which this idea was first conceived; 

so far as we can tell, it di d not meke its appeara nce at different times 

e nd places, independently . Can we leer ;: a nything about t he or igina_:_ 

conception? I am going to pursue this question. althougn es you wi~l 

at once realize, it is not the sort of question that is likely to receive 

a non-conjectural a nswer. The grou - d ~ere hes been worked into a deep 

and slippery mud by the trampling feet of contending scholars; merA 

non-classicists or not yet classicists like mvselt are liable to stLmble 

over the mouldering carcasses of de funct t heories, not yet decently interreu 

Certain questions of historica l fact that are materia l to this discussior 

I am able to answer only conjectural ly . At the sa me time, I wish to 

affirm that my primar y aim is not to establ i sh historical facts, nor vat 

to hypothesize possible ca uses for those facts, but rather to locate 

the mea ning of facts that, it seemed to me , come nearest to being relieble .
1 

I went to begin by saying somethi ng a bout pre-Greek mathematics. 

The oldest mathematical documents know n from a ny place on t his earth are 

Egyptian papyr i stemming from the Middle Kingdom, 2000- lR OO B. C., and 

clay ta blets dug out of the sa~ds of Mesopotamia, and stemming from about 

1800-1600 E. C. 
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In figure I you see a transcription from a papyrus now in Moscow, 

showing the computation of the volume of a truncated pyramid with square 

base and top. The base is four cubits on a side, the top two cubits on 

a side, and the height or distance between base and top is six cubits. 

The text says: "Add together this 16 with this 8 and this 4. ;T6 is 

the area of the base, 4 the area of the top, and 8 the product of the side 

of the base by the side of the top~~ You get 28 . Compute one-third of 6 

~e heighi7; you get 2. Multiply 28 by 2. You get 56 . Behold: it is 56. 

You have found right." 

Now the result is right. It is something you might want to know 

if you were building pyramids; but by the time of the Middle Kingdom 

the Egyptians had ceased building pyramids , enjoyable though that occupation 

seems to have been, as we gather from the inscriptions of rival work gangs. 

It is not clear that there was any immediate practical reason for anyone 

in the Middle Kingdom to know the rule for computing the volume of a 

truncated pyramid. But the real puzzle is how this rule was discovered 

in the first place . It is a complicated rule , and there is no plausible 

empirical way of arriving at it by, say , weighing certain objects; therefore 

reasoning was involved . But on the other hand, the Egyptian mathematicians 

would not fall back on algebraic transformations in the modern manner , 

since their mathematics dealt explicitly only with particular numbers . 

There are a number of hypotheses as to how the Egyptians' procedure could 

have been arrived at, the most plausible , I think , involving a slicing of 

the pyramid into parts. 

Let us take another example. 

"A square and a second square whose side is 2 + 4 of the first square, 

have together an area of 100. Show me how to calculate this . '' 

Cf. note that Egyptian fractions , with one exception , are unit fractions , 

fractions we would write with 1 as numerator. They are written by 

putting a line above the number we call the denominator. The exception 

was 2/3, written by putting two of these lines above the numeral 3. 

Now for the solutionj] 

"Take a square of side 1, and take 2 + 4 (3/4) of 1 as the side of the other 

square. 

"Multiply 2 + i by itself; this gives ~ + 16. 

"Hence, if the side of one of the areas is taken to be 1, and that of the 

other is 2 + 4, then the addition of the areas gives 1 + 2 + I6 . 
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"Take the sQuare root of this; it is l + 4. 

"Take the square root of the given number 100; it is 10. 

"How many times is l + 4 contained in 10? Answer B .. " 

The two squares then have sides 8 x l = 8 and 8 x t = 6, the sum 

of their squares being 100. 

Now Egyptian mathematics has certain general characteristics . 

Firs t, Egyptian ma thematics, whatever it is dealing with--areas, volumes , 

numbers of bricks or loeves of bread or jugs of beer--is always a matter 

of numerical calculation . The mathema tician is a computer who uses both 

integers and fractions. Second, there are no explicit proofs whatever, 

but reasonings have to have been emp l oyed in the solution of problems. 

Finally , while the problems prese nted in the papyri seldom appear to be 

actual practical pr oblems , they give the general impression of being 

the sor t of problems tha t a n instructor migh t think up for his s t udents, 

in order to pre pare them for solving pr actical problems. Instructors 

seldom s ucceed i n be ing strictly prac ti cal, but the Egyptian ones appear 

to have understood their activity as occurring within the horizon of the 

practical . 

Ar istotle claimed tha t the mathematical arts had been founded in Egypt , 

beca use there the pries t ly class was allowed leisure; but this is i ncor rec "' 

The Eg yptian ca l cula tive art was the possession not of a priestly clas s , 

bu t of scribes who had practical functions in the state, and among wh om 

there wa s rivalry. So we find one scribe ridiculing another: 

"You come to me to inquire conce r ni ng the rations for the soldier s, 

and you say ' r eckon it out. 1 You a r e deserting you:r office I •••. 

I cause you t o be abashed when I bring you a commend of your l ord, 

you who e r e his Roya l Sc r i be . A bui lding ramp is to be constructed , 

730 cubits long , SS cubits wide, SS cubits high at its summit •• •• 

The quantity of bricks needed for it is asked of the generals, a nd 

the scribes are all asked t ogether , without one of them knowing 

a nything. They all put their trust in you •• • • Behold your name is 

famous • • • Answer us how many bricks are needed for it?" 

It seems likely, then, that the mathematical papyri were textbooks used 

in the school for scribes. 



In Babylonia, the mathematical texts appear to have been produced 

by • similar class of scribes. The texts give problems with their solutions; 

proofs ere entirely absent; t he procedures are always numerica l . Are 

the problems practical problems? Once again, yes and no. Here is an 

example from the time of Hammurabi ~ 1700 B. C.: 

"I have multiplied length and width, th us obtaining the area. 

Then to the area I added the excess of the length over t he width. 

The total res ult i s 183 . I have also added the length a nd width, 

with the result 27. Required: length, width, and area." 

I omit the solution. For us it would involve t he solution of a quadratic 

equa tion. This Babylonia n problem does not strike me a s a practical proble m, 

or a near neighbor to one . The adding of a length to a n area seems to me 

decidedly impractical, perhaps e ven nonsensical . This is ma the matics gone 

a bit haywire: a pedagog ue might inve nt it to bemuse his pupils, a lways 

understanding , of course, that ~alculating is a good th ing. 

Babylonia n mathemat i cs, however, is a go od deal more powerful t he n 

Egyptian mathemati cs . Whe n the Babylonian scri be wrote: 'f2 = lj 24,51,1 0 

(I em using the I ndian numerals in place of t he Ba bylon ian), he mea nt 

24 51 10 
1 + 60 + 602 + 603 

This is the Babylonian approximation to the sq uare root 

of 2, or diagonal of a square of unit side. 

The Babylonians definitely knew a nd used t he proposit i on we call t he 

theorem of Pythagoras, which is i nvol ved in getti ng this approximation, 

but nowhere do any of the clay tablets that have been deciphered give 

a proof of this or any other t heorem . The approximation, which is probably 

t he result of a series of successively closer approximations, is good to 

one-millionth . Ptolemy will still be using i t, ha ving a cquired it probab l y 

indirectly from the Ba bylonians, when he computes his ta ble of chords 

in the second century A. O. 

Now if we turn to other civilizations besides the Eg y~tia n and the 

Babylonian , but still uninfluenced by Greek thought--the civilization of 

the Yellow River valley , say, or Maye~ civllization-- I think we shall once 

agai n find e computational art, often highly developed , but not explicit 

deductions . You may on occas ion find the contrary asserted. Joseph Needham 

in his Science a nd Civilization in China gives a passage from a Chinese 

mathematical text which perhaps originated as early as t he 4th century B. C . . 

it is accompanied by a diagram which he labels "proof of the Pythagoras 

Theorem" (Fig ure 2 ·, P. 5). 
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I quote from the text: 

"Of old, Chou Kung addressed Sheng Kao, saying, "I have heard that the 

Grand Prefect L'.Ihat is Sheng K~ is versed i n the art of numbering . 

May I venture to inquire how Fu-Hai anciently established the decrees 

of the celestial sphere? ••• I should like to ask you what was the 

origin of these numbers? 

~ the course of his reply Sheng Kao say!!i/ 

"Lat us cut a rectangle diagonally, and make the width 3 units, and 

the length 4 units. The diagonal between the corners will t hen be 

5 units l ong. Now after drawin~ a square on this diagonal, circumscribe 

it by hal f rectangles like that which has been lsft outside, so as to 

form a square plate. Thus the outer half recta ngles of width 3, l ength 

4, and diagonal 5, together make two recta ng les ~ total area .££7; 
then the remainder L'.Ihat is, of the square of area 4.27 is of area 25. 

This is called ' pil i ng up the rectangles. 1 

"The methods used by Vu the Great in governing the world were 

derived from these numbers ••• He who understands t he earth is a wise 

ma n, and he who understa nds the heavens is a sage. Knowledge is 

derived fro m a straight line. The straight line is derived from the 

right angle . And the comb i nation of t he r ight angle with numbers is 

what guides and r ules the ten thousand things. 

"Chou Kung exclaimed, ' Excel lent indeed!'" 

Nothing here, I would urge~ has really been proven, certainly not the 

theorem of Pythagoras, so-called. Needham hes shown in overwhelming detail 

that be twee n the 5th century B.C. and the 15th century A. O. no people on 

earth exercised more technical ingenuity then the Chinese. Lo~ in advance 
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of the West, they possessed caste i r on, en escapement c lock, the navigational 

compass, gunp0111der, printing by movable type, the segmental arch bridge. 

But as for deductive science, the Chinese would not encounter it until the 

Jesuits came to China in the late 16t h century, bringing the textbooks of 

their fellow Jesuit, Christopher Clavius. It is e cur i ous fact that, for 

some centuries thereafter, Chinese students reciting their Euclidean theorem 

out of Clevius would finish not with our Q.E. D. but with the Chinese word 

for "nail." Apparently they were citing their a uthori ty ~ "c lavus 11 being 

the Latin word for "nail." 

It is conceivable t hat some day, in the investigation of early 

civilizations un i nflue nced by Greece, evide nce wi ll turn up for the existence 

of some pieces of ded uctive mathemat i cs. On t he basis of what is known today , 

the prospects for s uch a find are di m. Deductive mathemat ics is a rare 

bird, which first settled, so far as we k n ow~ in Greece. 

How did it happen9 Whet did it mea n tha t it ha ppe ned? Seeking a n 

answer, I t ur n to a doc ume nt of late a ntiquity, a comme ntary on t he first 

book of Euclid's Elements written by Proc lus in the middle of the 5th 

century A. O. Proclus was a member of the Platonic Academy i n Athens 

during the last ce ntury of its 900-yeer existence. The comme ntary i ncludes 

e kind of catalogue of ancient geome ters which is based on an earlier history 

of geometry, now lost, by Eudemus, a disciple of Aristotle writi ng in the 

late 4th century B.C. The account begi ns by sa ying that geome t ry was first 

discovered among the Egyptia ns , and originated in the remeasuri ng of their 

lands necessitated by the a nnua l floodi ng of the Ni le. Prac l us then proceeds 

as fol lows: 

Thales, having travelled in Egypt, first i ntroduced this theory into 

Hallas . He discovered ma ny things himse lf , and pai nted t he road to 

the pri nciples of ma ny others, to those who came after him, attacking 

some questions in a more ge neral way, and others i n a way more depe nde nt 

on sense perception. 

Gfter me ntioning the names of two other a nc i e nt geometers, Proc lus continues~ 

After t hese, Pythagoras transformed t he phi losophy of t his (geometry) 

into a scheme of liberal education. He surveyed its principles from the 

highest on down, and investigated its t he orems s eparately fro m matter 

end intellectually. He it was who discovered the doc trine of irrationals 



and the constr uction of the cosmic figures. 

A little farther on we read~ 
. . . .· . . 

Hippocrates of Chics, who invented the method of squaring lunules 

(crescents formed from arcs of circles) and Theodorus of Cyrene 

became eminent in geometry. For Hippocrates wrote a book on elements, 

the first of whom we have any recbrd who did so. 

With respect to Hi~pocrates of Chics, there is no reason to doubt what 

Proclus says. A ffagment of Hippocrat~s' work on lunules still exists, 

end it shows a high level of .r igor • . ThusHippocrates may very will have 

written a book on the elements of geometry . Thus, at the time Hippocrates 

was teaching geometry in Athens, around 430 B. C., the process of turning 

geometry into a ded uctive science :was in all probability well advanced. 

Thales, who was active about a ce nt ury and a half before Hippocrates 

of Chios, is a much more shadowy figure , end it is unclear ho~ we should 

interpret what Proclus says about him . Proclus attributes to Thales the 

discovery a nd proof of five propositions: 

(1) A circle is bisected by any diameter. 

(2) Vertical a ngles of intersecting straight lines are equal. 

(3) The ba se a ng les of an isosceles triangle are equal. 

(4) Two triangles s uch that two a ngles and the included side of one 

are equal to two angles a nd the i ncl uded side of t he other, 

are themselves equal . 

(5) The a ngle at the periphery of a semicircle is right. 

Now these are general , theoretical propositions, theorems, propositions 

to be contemplated rather than mere rules for sol ution of problems. 

The enunciation of them may therefore mark a decisive step in the emergence 

of theoretical science. But how were they proved? The usual guess is that 

it was by superposition, the visual showing that one figure or part of a 

fig ure would coi ncide with another . If this is right, the n it is unlikely 

t hat we have here the notion of a logically constructed theory which begins 

with expressly enunciated premises and advances step by s tep. TI:lales 

need not have enunc i ated any premises explicitly. He pointed the road 

to the principles, es Proclus says; the extent to which he laid out 

principles is totally unclear. 

As for Pythagoras, . who~.e books have been devote.d in recent times 

to showing that the encie'nt eccol..ints . of his mathematical exploits are 
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2 unworthy of trust. These accounts stem from members of the Platonic 

Academy from the 4th century and later, men who saw in t'ie 6th-century 

oythegoras a forerunner of Plato, and who tended to attribute to him 

discoveries that had been made later on i n the Pythagorean tradition. 

Pythagoras cannot have known all the five cosmic figures, because two of 

them, the octahedron and the icosahedron, were first discovered by Theaetetus, 

a contemporary of Plato . Contrary to what Proclus says, there is no good 

evidence that Pythegor~s knew anything about the doctrine of irrational 

lines. The old verse quoted by Plutarch, according to which Pythagoras, 

on making a certain geometrical discovery, sacrificed an ox, 

cannot be true, because it is well attested that Pythagoras was a vegetarian, 

who believed in transmigretior, of souls end was opposed to the killing of 

animals. What we can be fairly sure of, with regard to Pythagoras, aside 

of course from his having had a golden thigh, is that he had made the flight 

to the Beyond end had become the leader of a cul t, a medicine men, a shaman. 

He can well heve taught that odd numbers ere ma le, even numbers female; 

that five is the marriage number; that ten is perfect, being the sum of 

1, 2, 3, end 4. Somewhat similar beliefs have been found ell over the 

world, in connection with rituals end creation myths, and have not led to 

ded uc tive mathematics. Pythagoras' thought seems to have been cosmogonic, 

concerned with t he coming-to-be of our world out of somethi ng prior e nd 

more f undamental. There is no trustworthy evide nce that Pythagoras ever 

carried out an $xplicit proof. 

On the other hand, the transformation in the character of mathematics 

that Proclus attributes to Pythagoras may well have bee n brought about by 

Pythegoreahs . The old accounts ~peak of a split within the Pythagorean 

tradi tion; the Mathematikoi, those who wished to discuss &ild teach openly 

the mathematicel disciplines, separated off from the secret cult, the 

Akousmetikoi , the hearers of the sacred end secret sayings. Reliable 

4th-century so_urces ep_eek of the eri th.rneticel studies of the 5th-century 

Pythagoreans. Aristotle says that the so-celled Pythagoreans were the 

first to deal with mathamete, mathematical disciplines. According to 

the Epinomis, a dialogue written either by Plato or a follower of Plato, 

the first and primary disciplines o.r me theme of the Pythagoreans was eri th

metic. Now it is possible to make a plausible recanstruction of some 
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of this early Pythagorean arithmetic. When this is done, we find 

ourselves before a piece of deductive science, quite possibly the 

earlies~ thst ever was; and it is a science in which the principles 

are explicit, anr in which the theorems are, to use Proclus' terms, 

investigated independently of matter and intBllectually. 

The reconstruction necessarily starts from Euclid's text, which 

appears 1o be : to a certain extent, a compilation from earlier texts which 

it drove o~t of circulation, and which are now wholly lost, so that 

we ~now of them only from certain references by Aristotle or Plato or 

other ancient eJthors. The reconstruction proceeds by a kind of literary 

archaeology. 

Flourishings 

Thales fl or. 585 s.c. 
Pythagoras flor. 550 B.C . 

Parmenides flor. 475 B.C. 

Hippocrates of Chios flor. 430 B.C. 

Archytas of Tarentum flor. 400 B.C. 

Theaetetus c. 415-369 B.C. 

'"llato c. 428-348 B.C. 

Aristotle 384-322 B.C. 

Euclid flor. 300 B.C. 

Permi t me t o give here a set of not very reliable dates. Flourishin~ 

was something Greeks did as a rule at age 40, j ust as they often died at 

80, to suit the taste f or symmetry of a certain 2nd-century B.C . chrono

grapher named Apollodorus. Euclid wrote about 300 B.C. There are good 

gr ounds to believe that a good deal of geometry had been organized as Ei 

deductive science by the time of Hippocrates of Chics, about 430 B.C.; 

end there are plausibilities in assuming that portions of arithmetic had 

been organized deductively even earlier. In discussing this development, 

I shell went to refer to Parmenides, who lived in the first half of the 

5th century; to Archytas of Tarentum, a Pythagorean end friend of Plato 

living around the turn of the 5th end 4th centuries; and to Theaetetus, 

another friend of Plato, who died es a result of battle wounds in 369 s.c., 
and was ona of the greet mathematicians of antiquity, being the author, 

in ell probability, of nearly ell of books X end XIII of Euclid's Elements. 
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In 1936, Dakar Becker pointed out a number of peculiar facts 

concerning Propositions 21-34 of Book IX of Euclid. These theorene are 

for the m9et pert so obvious that it is herd to imagine why anyone would 

be eo fussy es to want them proved. "If as many even numbers as we please 

be added together, the whole is even." Certainly. "If from an even number 

an even number be subtracted, th,., remainder will be ever.." Who will doubt it? 

The proofs, with one exception, do not depend on any previous theorems 

in Euclid's Elements: tney depend rather on certain definitions given 

et the start of Book VII, the first of the arithmetical books . The one 

exception, IX .32, depends on IX.13. Bu t Becker sus pects the proof as we 

now have it to be Euclid 's eme nda tion of the origina l proof; he s hows 

that IX.32 follows quite stra igh tforwardly fro m IX .31. Thus Propositi ons 

IX.21 to IX.34 can be a self-suf ficient set of proposi tions depe nde nt only 

on certain defini tions. Moreover, with one cur ious exception , no thing else 

in Euclid 's Elements depe nds on t hese propositions. The exception is the 

last proposition of Book IX . which moder n editors dele te as no t being 

integral to Book X. It i s the ancient proof of the incomrnens urability of 

the side and diagonal of the square, and what i t depends on is t he doctrine 

of the even and the odd, and more specifically ~ Propositions 32-34 of Book IX. 

Becker believed that, origina l ly, before i ncorpora tion i n Euclid's 

Elements, the doctrine of the even a nd the odd had led to another consequence, 

the traces of which have been left i n Euclid. Propositions 21-34 of Book IX 

are followed by two fi nal propositions , 35 and 36; 35 is used for the proof 

of 36, and 36 shows how to construct a perfect number--perheps all perfect 

numbers, but t hat I believe is not yet known. Euclid 's proofs for these 

two propositions depend on propositions in Book VII having to do with 

ratios of numbers. Becker shows that 35 a nd 36 can be proved on the bas i s 

of the immediately preceding propositions of Book IX, independently of 

any reference to ratios. Thus Becker's conjecture is that, long before 

Euclid, there existed a treatise on the even a nd t he odd, including Propositions 

21-36 of Book IX and t he lest proposition of Book X; t hat out of piety 

Euclid or some ancient editor added this treatise to the Elements, then, 

in an effort to integrate this addition with the whole, changed sona of 

the proofs, making use of propositions on numerical ratios from Book VII . 

This hypothesis et least accounts for the pecul iarities of Book IX that 

I have cited. 
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-That s uch a doctrine of the even and the odd already existed in the 

5th century is supported by the fact that Plato defines arithmetic as 

the doctrine of the even and the odd, and refers to this doctrine as 

a familiar discipline. 

Following Becker, Van der Wee rden has argued that most of Book VII 

of Euclid had also been worked out in the 5th century. One of his arguments 

is that Archytes of Tarentum, in a work on musical theory written about 

400 B. C., depends on propositions found in Book VIII , a nd these propositions 

depend in turn on propositions in Book VII . Now since Archytas is punctilious 

in working out the mos t trivial syllogisms, it is extremely unlikely that 

he me rely ass umed the propoeitions he needed; he must have known theffi', to 

be already proved. On the other ha nd, if the propositions of Book VII 

existed in any form in Archytas' time, then Van der Waerden concludes that 

t hey must have been i n almost exactly their preeent for m and thus in 

apple-pie order; for Book VII is worked out with gree t care and !n 

such a strictly logical fashion that no step c:e n be removed withodt', 

the whole collapsing. There are other cl ues that lead Va n der Waerden 

to believe t hat most of Book VII was complete before Hippocrates of Chios 

wrote in lunules . 

Two pieces of ded ucti ve arithmet i c, then, along with fUppocrates 1 

quadra t ure of l unules, constitute the available presumpt ive evide nce for 

the character of 5th-century deducti ve mett.rMtics. Ca n we learn a nything 

from them, which might throw light on t he question of what it meant for 

them to come to be? I want to take up, first, t he demonstrations , then, 

the premises on which t hey are based . 

Every Euclidea n proposition e nds with the ster eotyped f ormula , 

~¥ l~1. JeC.taf<.., mea ning : the very thing that it was necessary to s how. 

The i nfinitive h ere,dEt~C\"(., seems to he ve had the original mea ni ng of 

s howing vis ually. Thus in Plato's dialogue Cra tylus Socrates says: 

"Ca n I not step up to a men a nd se y to him , ' This is your portrait~ 

a nd show him perhaps his own likeness or, perhaps, that of a womanr 

And by 'show' (bK~~) ! mean,-· br!~ before the sense of sight. "(430
8

) 

Early geometry must have been primarily a kind of visual showing, the 

pointi ng out of a symmetry, or the poseibility of the coincidence of 

two figures, superposition. But in Euclid's text every effort is made 

to red uce the dependence on s uperposition to a minimum. Thus we comE w 

s uspect that there was pre•nt a kind of anti-illustrative, anti-empirical 
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tendency in mathematics, as it was being transformed into deductive science. 

Thie same tendency is detectible in arithmetic as well as geometry. 

Pythagorean arithmetical doctrines seem to have been originally worked 

out and taught with the aid of calculating pebbles. There is a frag ment of 

the comic poet Epicharmus, written proba bly before 500 B.C ., that r uns as 

followa: 

"~hen there is e n even number present, or, for all I care, en odd 

number, and someone wants to add a pebble or to take one away , do 

you think that the number remains uncha nged?" 

"Not me!" 

"Well, the n, look at people: one grows, a nother one perhaps gets 

shorter, and they are constantly s ubject to cha nge. Bu t whatever 

is changeable in charac ter and does not re ma i n the same, that is 

certainly different fro m what is changed. You and I are also 

different people f rom what we were yesterday, a nd we will still be 

different i n the f ut ure, so that by the s ame argument we are never 

the same." 

Presumably the sl y rogue goes on to arg ue that he need not pay the debt 

he contracted the day before . 

Aristotle, too, speaks of t he Pythagorean ·pebble fig ures, t he tria ngles , 

squares, and rectangles formed of pebbles with which the Pythagoreans ta ught 

arithmetical truths. We can easily see how t hey could have satisfied 

themselves, with their pebble figures, of the propositions concer ni ng the 

even end the odd. Take Proposition IX.30: if an odd number is t he divisor 

of an even number, then this sa me odd number is also the divisor of half 

the even number . 

0( 

I 
• • ••• •• 

y 

• 1 • •• /3 , even number 
I . , ... 

• i ••• 
The number will be a rectangular number, with our odd number , the divisor, 

represented by the pebbles for ming one of the sides. But the number as 

a whole is even, hence divisible in half, es by the vertical line. We see 

at once, then, that our odd number is a side of the hal f rectangle, hence 

a divisor of the half. 

The proof of this proposition in Euclid is qui te different. The numbers 

ere not represented by points, but rather by lines. We know that Archytas 

repreaente numbers in this way, by lines, as a matter of course, and 
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presumably, therefore, this . mode of representation had become co~ventic - ~ . 

before his time, that is, already in the 5th century. ~ow by looki no a: 

a line which represents a number, one cannot tell whether the number i s 

even or odd, since any line can be halved: consequently, Euclid's visual 

representation of the numbers does not help us at all to see wh~ the 

proposition is true. A pebble configuration could only represent visuall ; 

a particular number ; the new representation has the advantage of generality , 

but it also has the disadvantage that it forces one to look for an entirelv 

new proof. The new proof that ~uclid gives 0s involves the famous reduction 

to the absurd, or indirect demonstratio r.. The important step is to show 

that the odd number Ct(", the divisor, measures the even number~ an even 

number of times, or in other words, that the quotient, y , i s even. 

i:::uclid's argument runs as follows: I SS '/ that y is not odd , for if 

possible, let it be so. Now C( multipl ,,,ing y makes 8 . end 0( was 

taker at the start to be odd , and an odd number multipl yi~g an odd numbe r 

yie ld s onl y an odd number , as Euclid has oreviouslv showr. Therefore it 

would be odd, which is impossible 1 !x~ if V~To V ' }, because it was take;r 

at t he start to be even. Thus the anti-illustrative tendency brings with 

it the reductio ad abs urdum proof . 

It is s urpris ing how many red uct io proofs occur in t he arithmetical 

treatises that , accordi ng to Becker a nd Ve n der Wa erde n , stem from the 

5th-ce ntury Dythegoreans. In propositions 21-36 of Book !X there are 

s ix s uch proofs. or eight if we accept Becker's reconstr ~ ctions of 32, 

35 and 3E. Tn the first theore ms of Book VII there ere 15 s uch proofs . 

Moreover, t he proof of the incommens urability of the side and diagonal 

of the souare is also a reductio, and in this case we have to do with 

a truth whi ch is altogether non-visuali za ble. Let me pause to review 

the strategy ot that proof. 

oe)e relatively prime, therefore not both even. 

0( 
2 = 2 f> 2

• Therefore 0(
2 

is even, 

Therefore ~ is even. 

Therefore ~2 = an even numb~r . 
Therefore~ =an even rumt~r. 

f{(J ~Va, To V 



Suppose, if possible, that the side and diagonal of a square .!!:.!. 

colTllHtnaurable. Then there would be a length that measured both, and also 

a largest such length. Lat this largest such length measure the diagonal 

~ times, and the side f, times, where 0( and fJ are integers or whole numbers. 

Now 0( and /3 cannot both be even, for otherwise our unit length could 

have been doubled, and the numbers helved, contrary to the assumption that 

the unit length was the largest possible; so at least one of the numbers 

must be odd. The sequence of the proof then shows that both must be even, 

or as Aristotle says in referring to this proof, that the same number must 

be both even and odd. The only alternative left is to relinquish the 

original assumption that 0( and f3 exist, or that s i de and di agonal are 

commensurable. In this demonstration human reason exhibits a rather 

astonishing power, the power to discover whet eyesight could never in 

any way disclose. This discovery would encourage the a nti-illustrative 

tendency, a nd t he recourse to indirect proofs. It also implies that geometry 

cannot be subsumed under arithmetic, a nd needs therefore to be built up 

as en independent science in its own right. But the releva nt point at 

this moment is that the emergence of ded uctive science appears to be 

connected with this anti-ill ustrative tendency, a nd with the closely

connected introduction of reductio proofs. 

What about the principles or premises of Pythagorean arithmetic? 

I have already mentioned that t he premises of the doctri ne of the eve n 

end the odd are to be found amo ng the definitions of Eucl id 's Book VII , 

and only there. The same thing goes for the doctrine concerning divisi

bility and proportionality found in Book VII itself. And fundamentally, 

ell the definitions of Book VII rest on the first two definitions , the 

definition of number--a number is a multitude composed of units or monads-

and then the definition of monad : monad is that according to which each 

of the things that are, each of the beings, is called one. what these 

definitions do, above all, is to li~it the following discussio~ to 

whole numbers . Comparing this Greek arithmetical theory with Egyptian 

and Babylonian numerical work, we see that the Greek theory is s harply 

distinguished by its careful avoidance of fractions; and the first 

definition, whatever else it is doing, is expressing this prohibition 

against fractions, this insistence on the indivisibility of the one or 

unit. This insistence 1119S already traditional in Plato 's time. 
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In the Republic Socrates speaks of "the teaching concerning the one ·• 

( 
( \. I C/ /e ) 1t 7rFf<- le &v f<~ l')<rr~ , end explains whet he means by it, I quote: 

••• You erg doubtless aware that experts in this study, if anyone 

atte~pts to cut up the 'one' in argument, laugh at him and refuse 

to allow it ; but if you mince it up, they multiply , always on 

guard lest the one should appear to be not one but a multiplicity 

of parts ••• Suppose now ••• someone were to ask them, "My good friends, 

whet numbers ere these you are talking about, in which the one is 

s uch as you postulate, each unit equal to every other without the 

slightest differe nce end admitting no division into perts?" What 

do you think wo uld be their answer? This, I think---that they are 

speaki ng of units which can only be conceived by thought, a nd 

which it is not possible to deal with i n a ny other way, 

Socrates' expla nation tells us ~hy the indivisibility of" the one 

had to be i nsisted upon ; if t he one were divisible, then (t would be 

a multiplicity of parts, hence many, not one. In other words, the though t 

t hat the one is divisi ble is self-contradictory. Thus the insistence 

on the indivisibility of the one, which is Euclidean and also, accordi ng 

to Plato ' s Socrates i n the Republic, pre-Platonic, is the conclusion of 

an indirect demonstration, a reduction to the abs urd. 

I have not yet taken up the pr inciples used i n early ded uctive 

geometry, but let me recapitulate whet I have said, and consider wha t 

it s uggests. The earliest ded uctive sci e nce, as far as we ca n tell , wa~ 

the arithmetical theory of the so- ca lled Pythagoreans of the 5th ce ntur · 

Their science dif f ers from all earlier ma t hematics, first , in exhibiting 

e n a nti-empirical tende ncy, which sough t to eliminate mere visual showing . 

as with the pebble fig ures ; secondly, in making use of indirect demonstretior· 

or proof of something by red uction of its opposi t e to absurdity : thirdly, 

in i ns isting upon the indivisibility of the one, on the ground that 

admission of its divisibility would contradict the very meaning of t he 

word "one . " Now these feat ures cell to mind certain lines that remain of 

a poem written early in the 5th century, the poem by Parmenides of Elea : 

end to no other author of this time can these features be related , 

try to sa1 some words about the poem of Parmenides. 

Only fragments of it remain. Their interpretation is thoroughly 

controversial. There is widespread assurance that, whatever it was that 
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Parmenides meant, he was wrong. On the other hand, it will be little 

conteatad, I believe, if I say that Parmenides was the founder of Dialectic. 

Aristotle says that Zeno of Elaa, Parmenides' pupil, was the founder of 

dialectic; but I think that may be because Zeno wrote out arguments in 

prose, whereas Parmenides wrote a poem in epic verse, while dialectic has 

essentially nothing to do with verse. I believe there is also rather 

general agreement that Parmenides, in composing his poem, was responding 

to, and attacking, earlier cosmogonies, which sought to derive all the 

variety and diversity of the world out of some underlying stuff, under

stood to be the real stuff of the world. 

The poet begins by describing his journey in a chariot, drawn by 

mar~s that know the way, end escorted by the Daughters of the Sun . They 

arrive, high in the sky, before the gates of Nigh t a nd Day. The Sun 

Maidens persuade t he Goddess Justice to ope n the gates, a nd Permenides is 

welcomed by the goddess who takes his hand and ass ures him that it is right 

end just that he, a mortal, should have take n this road. He must now learn 

both the unshaken heart of well-rounded truth, a nd the unr eliable beliefs of 

mortals. The goddess describes three ways of i nquiry: first, "That it i s, 

(~dr() and cannot not be; this is the way of Persuasion, f or s he is the . . /) attendant of Truth;" second, "That it is not (OU!f. E;o't'"<. , and must necessa-

rily not be; this I tell you is a way of t ota l ignorance;" third, 

"That it is, e nd it is not , t he same a nd not the same; this is the wa y 

t hat ignorant mortals wander, bemused." 

An initial difficulty t hat we face i s t hat , although t he pronoun "it" 

is not expressed in Greek, we can hardly resist t he impression that there 

is something that is being talked abo ut, and we s hould like t o know what 

it is . The next fragme nts may be helpful . 

"It is the same th ing that can be thought and ca n be." 

''b.lhat can be spoken of and thought must be; for it is possible 

for it to be , but it is not possible for nothing to be. These 

things I bid thee ponder . " 

In a preliminary and s uperficial way I think I can conclude that 

the subject of the verb €0"'C~Y is: that which is intended in thought, 

what we call the object of thought. The goddess is presenting an 

argument: that which thought intends ~ exist; but nothing cannot exist; 
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therefore thac which thought intends cannot be nothing; hence it 

must exist. 

The syllogism holds, I believe, although at that point in time 

logic had not been i nvented. But whet does it meen? That which in no 

way is cannot be entertained in thought. Thought always is of somethi ng , 

it is intentional in character . Hence I must accept the Gedde s ~ ' rejection 

of the second way, or non-way, of inouiry . 

But the Goddess means something more. Some of this "more" emerges 

es she proceeds to dispose of t he third wey of inquiry. This '.: che way 

whereon, she says, mortals who know nothi ng wa nder two-headed; perplexity 

guides the wa ndering thought in thei r breasts; they are borne a t ong, 

both deaf e nd blind, bemused, es undiscer ning hordes, who have decided 

to believe that it is , and it is not, t he same and not the sa me , and 

for whom there is a way of all things that t ur ns back upon itself . 

"Never," says the goddess, "shall this be proved: that things tha t 

are not, ere; but do thou hold beck thy thought from this way of 

inq uiry, nor let cust om t hat comes of much experience force t hee to 

cast along this way a n aimless eye a nd a noise-cluttered ear and tongue , 

but judge t hrough logos (through reasoning ) t he hard-hitti ng re futat io· 

I have uttered. " 

"It is necessery,"adds the Goddess,"to say and to think t hat Be ing is . " 

Now i n one way , t his is ell simple and unde ni.l!!ble. Whe n I entertai n 

a n idea, when I use e word to signify some idea, I intend what I affi t~inki ~ g 

of es a consta nt, invariable. Never mind that my thought, my intending 

of what I am t hinking ab out, is a s hifting a nd not ver y contr ollaoi e 

process. What i s t hought e nd named is i ntended as having a certain 

fixity . Ot he rwise, as Aris totle puts it , to seek truth wou l d be to 

follow flyi ng game. We would be reduced to t he level of Crat ylus, wn0 

did not think it right to say a nything , a nd instead only moved hi s f inger, 

a nd who criticized Herecleitus for s aying that it is imposs ible to step 

t wice into the same river, for he, Cretylus, said t ha t one could not do it 

eve n once. On one level , the words of the Goddess are simply telling u~ 

whet t he prerequi sites e nd necessities are for speech and thought that 

will be free of contradiction. Per~e nides' poem is the ear liest docume

preserved from the past which speaks explicitly of the logical necess i L1es 

of thought . 



V.t the diecouree of the Goddeee ie more strange end frightening, 

or ineane, or ee Whitehead might say, important, then I have bean making 

it out to be. The Goddess is not concerned with just anything that 

might be thought; aha is concarned--she aeys so again and again--with 

Being. What is all this silly talk about Being? What else is there for 

Being to do but be? "It is necessary," says the Goddess,"to eay and 

to think that Being is." Is it? Then is it necessary t:.o say and to think 

that rain rains, that thunder thunders, or that lightening lightenings, 

and are not these parallel caaee? I shall litter come back, vary briefly, 

to this question. It is just here that the poem becomes exasperating end 

impossible, prompting Aristotle to eay more than once: the premises are 

false, and the conclusions do not follow. From the fact that Being just 

ia, the Goddess proceeds to conclude that Being is precisely One, and 

contain• no plurality, no multiplicity or differentiation within it, 

and no motion. In particular, and to Aristotle's great disgust, the 

Elastics claim to have discovered the self-contradictory character of 

motion. It is Zeno, Parmenides 1 pupil, who formulates this discovery 

ir the most memorable wa y. The flyi ng arrow is in every instant exactly 

where it is, is et rest in the space equal to itself, and since this is 

true of every moment of its flight , it is a lways at res t , it does not 

move. Never mind the mortal wound we thi nk it ca n i nflict; this does 

not answer the argument, it does not tell us how motion can be consistently 

thought. The ques tion is not whether Zeno is wrong but how. It is still 

being debated in th~ philosophical journals. 

In the case of Parmenides, a more insistent ques t ion is what he can 

have meant by his poem. There is a second part to it, called the Way of 

Seeming or Opinion, of which 40 lines remain, and this speaks of the 

coming-to-Iba of the uisible things of our ordinary world out of Fire end 

Night. Di d Parmenides intend the Way of Op inion to have a ny validity at 

all, or only to present the bemused and e rring beliefs of mortals~ 

Plutarch remarks that 

P•rmanide~ has taken away neither fire nor water nor rocks nor 

precipices, nor yet cities ••• for he has written very largely of 

tl!\e.aarth, heaven, sun, moon end stars, end hes spoken of the 

generation of men. 

Treditione credit Parmenides with having given laws to the city of Elea , 

and with having bean the firet to aay that the Earth is round, that the 
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Moon shines by reflected light, and that the morning star is identical 

with the evening star--momentous diecoveries every one of them. But 

such actions and discoveries do not seem easily compatible with the 

teeching about Being that the goddess has set forth, with such emphasis, 

such imperial absolutism. The heart of well-rounded truth appears to have 

no place in it for huma~ law , for the earth's rotundity and its conical 

shadow, for Venus and her i.rregularities, or for Parrnenides or you or me . 

The speech of the Godde~s is never~heless fateful. With Parmenides, 

as I have said, dialectic takes its start. The age of those called 

sophists begins. Gne of the earliest of them, Protagoras, is clearly 

reacting to Parmenides whe n he makes his famous statement : man, he says, 

is the measure of all things, of the things that are, that they ere, and 

of the things that are not, that they are not. Who but Parmenides had 

raised these questions about Being and not-Being? Protagoras has concluded 

that the Parmenidean standard of truth, that is, freedom from contradiction , 

is unreachable; thought, he thinks , inevitably involves contradiction. 

Therefore he t urns to sense-experience, end asserts his right to say that 

the same thing ca n et one time be, a nd et another tinE not be , according 

es he, Protagoras, holds it to be or not to be. In Protagoras' time and 

later, there will be other objectors with other formulations, rejecting 

the speech of the Parmenidean Goddess in othe r ways. Gorgies, for instance, 

argues, first, that nothing is; second, that if anything is, it cannot be 

known; third, that if anythi ng is end can be known, it ca nnot be expressed 

i n speech. 

Among the Permenideen sequels, I want to suggest, was deductive arith

metic. For according to Aristotle, Parmenides was the first to speak of 

the Dre according to logos, according to definition; end arithmetic seems 

to have become deductive just when the Pythagoreans set out to fou nd the 

doctrine of the even end the odd on the definition of the One, on its 

essential indivisibility, end proceeded in Parmenidean style to formulate 

proofs which relied no longer on visualization but rather on non-contra

diction of the logos . 

Of course--ar,d this is a crucial qualificetion--no ari thmeticien could 

follow the teaching of the Par,menideen Godd$SS strictly. When the deductive 

eri th.metician took his start from the indivisibility of the One, ha was 

proceeding in accordance with e Parmenidean neceaeity of thought. When he 
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went on to multiply the One, . in order that arithm~tic might be, he was 

violating the Permenicle~ Wey of Truth. Permenidean-wise, how could 

there be many ones, each exactly the eeme ea every other, and yet each 

retaining its identity to the extent of remaining separate from the others? 

The way in which these many ones can be, or ere in being, is e question 

not for arithmetic, but for meta-arithmetic, but apparently the arith

meticians recognized that their discipline depended on the question 

about being. The Euclidean definition of Monas, One, reads: Monas is 

that in accordance with which each of the beings is celled one. A plurality 

of beings--what they are rema ins unclear--is here presupposed. 

Ae for geometry, the violations of the Permenidean logos that are 

necessary in order for it to becom.e deductive are more drastic~ The 

definitions of point and line with which Euclid begins Book I were no 

doubt modelled on the definitions of One and Number, but there is a world 

of difference between the cases. The definitions tell us that e point 

is ~ithout parts, that a line is without breadth, but we cannot go on 

to derive any geometrical proposition from these rattier problematic de nials . 

It was the questionable character of the geometrical things that led Prota

goras to reject the possibility of geometry altogether: a wheel, he said, 

does not touch e straight pole in one point only; therefore geometry is 

impossible, Q.E.D. But even if the geometrical definitions are granted, 

thPy do not provide a s ufficient bas is for the organization of geometry 

as a deductive sci ence. 

At the begi nning of Euclid's Elements three kinds of principles ere 
('/ ) ,, 

set out. First, definitions or ofo~ ; second, postulates or ~("ttYrcy'; 
... .,,, 

third, common notions or KO<V<lit. E:.VVO<~. About a century ago, it wes 

argued that the term }(.oe,vo,l l11vrx.O(<. had to be of late Stoic origin, 

and therefore not due to Euclid. Wes the:r:e an ear lier Greek term? rt 

may 111&11 have been ~!~crrcl'; this is the term that Proclus constently 

uaae instead of Not~ /v~cqc.. , end it may heve been the term in front of 

him in his Euclidean text. Instead of ~t. for definitions, Proclus commonly 
' ~" ueae ~1'bv~r~f~ this usage is found earlier in Archimedes, end earlier 

still i n Plato's Republic, wher.e the odd end the even, end the various kinds 
' of figures end angles are said to be tr.a.tad in the sciences that deal with 

them es Jir.fitf<Y&S • All thi-ee of these terms, m fJttYErte, , ~tr{µ ty'7"tY 

and ~~J'µ q'71( , were connected at one time with the practice of dialectic. 



The t erm o{c,7.J!A-~T~, postulates, comes from t he verb C(~T{w, to require, 

to ask. "Whe never, " Procl us tells us, "the statement is unk nown and never

theless is take n as tr ue wi thout the stude nt's conced i ng it, t he n, Aristotle 
J/ J I , / 

says, we cal l it a n C{ l TY)f'ACX:·" The term ~cwf(~o(comes f rom ~ww, 

which ca n als o mea n to require, to ask; it is often so used i n the Platonic 

dialogues. To be s ure, Pr oclus sa ys of the axioms th8 t they are deemed by 

everybody to be t ,- us a nd no one disputes them. I believe t hJ.s statement 

reflects a n Aris totelia n and post-Aris t ote l ian usage . Aristotle himself 

refers to the ear lier, dialec tical usage whe n he says: br,~ l d W is used of 

a proposition which the ques tio ner hope s the questioned perso n wil l concede. 
( / 

As for the term UTro()e<ret.<:, , there is perhaps little need to mention its 

dialectical use . At a certa i n point i n Plato's Republic, Socrates speaks of 

the principle. of non-contradiction, the presuma bly unshakeable principle 

according to which it is not possible for the same thi ng at the same time 

in the same respect and same rela tion to suffer, be, or do opposite things . 

And having e nuncia ted the principle, he says, "Let us proceed on the hypothes is 

that this is so, with the understandi ng t hat, if it ever appear otherwise, 

everything that results from the assumpt ion s hal l be invalidated .'' (43~a) 

And as even the not-so-dialectical Aristot l e recognizes, this principle can 

only be esta blished cont r oversially. tha t is to s ay , dialectically, against 

e n adversary who offers to say some thing . 

My general point is a s imple one. The first book of the elements of 

geometry of which we have record was written i n the middle of t he fifth 

ce ntury, by Hippocrates of Chios. An a nti-visua l , anti-ill ustrative tende ncy 

t hat had first emerged, so far as I know, in Parmenidea n dia l ectic, is 

a l read y prese nt i n the geometrica l proofs of Hippocrates of Chios that have 

come dow n to us , a. g .proofs of i nequalities t ha t would be obvious to visual 

inspection. The fact that at an early stege the terms adopted for the 

premises of geometry were t erms of dialectic, terms referring to assump

tions or concessions that do not entirely lose their provisional character 

but are req uired i n order that a discussion might proceed, reinforces the 

impression that the transformation of geometry into a deductive science 

was carried out i n a context determined by the practice of dialectic. 
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It is also important to realize hare that the premises of geometry 

had to ba concessions: propositions needed to derive whet not only 

geometers but even surveyors and carpenters knew, yet propositions which 

violated, in the most obvious way, the canons of the Parmenideen logos. 

Two things equal to the same thing, Euclid tells us, are equal to each other. 

But whet is equality but sameness, and how can three things that ere exactly 

the same be three? How, moreover, are we to perform the absolutely impossible 

feats that the c/t1t(1'40fT~ require--to draw a straight line from point to point, 

to extend a line, to describe a circle? Pert of the paradox here is described 

by Socrates in the Republic: "The science (of geometry)," he says, "is in 

direct contradiction to the language spoken by its practitioners. They 

epe.ak in a ludicrous way, although they cannot help it; for they speak as 

if they were doing something and as if all their words were directed towards 

action. For all their talk is of squaring and applying and adding and the 

like, whereas the entire discipline is directed towards knowledge." (527a-b) 

It is probably this peculiar mixture that Timaeus is referring to when he 

speaks of geometry es apprehending whet it deals with by a bastard kind of 

reasoning. 

I should like to conclude with a short summary of and comment on whet 

I have been saying, followed by a brief epilogue . 

Deductive science appears to have been first discovered by a few Greeks ; 

so far as I know, this discovery remained unique . Knowledge of it fell 

into oblivion during certain times; et whatever later times the possibility 

of deductive science has been recognized, the recognition hes come through 

the . recovery of Gr~ek ' deductive science. What did the original discovery 

involve, what did it mean, for those who made it? That is tha question I 

have sought to examine. From a plausible reconstruction of Pythagorean 

deductive arithmetic, I am led to conclude that the essential moves were 

(1) the turning a~ay from visualization and taking recourse in logos; 

(2) the application of a negative test, the method of indirect proof or 

reduction to the absurd. Now these two steps ere diel•ctical steps, they 

ere the steps of the method thet Socrates in the Phl!edo describes as hie 

own: "I was afraid," ha says, "that my soul might be blinded altogether if 

I looked at things with my eyes or tried to apprehand them only by the help 

of the senses. And I thought I hmd better hsve recourse to th• loqos •• •• 

Thie wee the method I adopted. I first assumed some principle, W'hich I 
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judged to be the strongest, and then I affirmed as true whatever seemed 

t o agree wi th t his, and that which disagreed I regarded as untrue. " 

But i n all the features that Socrates mentions, Socratic method is essentially 

Eleatic, Parmenidea n dialectic. The search for the sources of Pythagorean 

deductive arithmetic thus l eads us back to Parmenides, or to someone else , 

who lived about t he same time , and whose uttera nces had the same effect . 

What was so special . so pecul ia r, abo ut the discourse of the Parme nidea n 

Goddess, that it coul d precip i ta t e what foll owed? 

"Thinki ng a nd the thought that it is," says t he Goddess, "are one a nd 

the same . For yo u will no t fin d thought apart from t hat which is •• ; for 

there i s a nd s hal l be no other besides wha t is, s ince Des t iny has fettered 

it so a3 to be whoJe and immovable ." 

" It is necessary to say a nd to th i nk . " the Goddess adds,"that Being is." 

These words are spoke n r.ot E,y Parmenides but to Pa r menides . He is being 

called upon to s ay a nd to think, and the saying and thinki ng are not separated , 

al though t he order ir, which the f_,oddess names them is worth noticing , being 

the opposite of t hat which we moder ns te nd to ch oose. The thinking , we had 

bet ter remind ourselves , is Greek t hinki ng ; the verb is !J2!irl, which once 

meant: to perceive by the e yes , to observe, to notice . I t is not to 

conceive, to analyze . to grasp, to attack i n our thinking. And that which 

Parmenides i s asked to say and to notice, what will it do for him to say 

e nd to notice it? The sentence, "Be i ng is ," does indeed offer nothing to 

grasp, nothing to conceptual ize, nothing to attack i n our thinking, nothing 

to analyze. Excep t --there is a twoness there. There is the noun and the 

verb, essentially, of course, the same word . Yet, there is that which is 

present , and there is its prese nce. To say and to notice not onl y whet is 

present but its prese nce is to be arrested in front of someth ing . It is 

to be , at least a little bit, astonished. I t is to respec t what lies before 

us . It is to think appropriately, as bef its the matter. At some point 

Greek t hought ceased asking: Out of whet do the many things come to be? 

and began to ask i nstead: What is the Being of that which is in front of us? 

Ti to on is the Greek: what is t he being ? In this question, there are 

implicit the so-called laws of logic : A is A, A is not not-A. Deductive 

science, I em proposing, takes it start here. Whet seems to have been 

importa nt, for these beginnings, was not answering the question but pursui ng 

it. Even Aristotle, fro m whom we have received more answers than questions , 

nevertheless says: 
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~oth formerly and now and forever it remains something to be sought 

and something forever darting awsy: Ti to on ? 

Suppose, if you will, that the account I propose is something like 

J1e truth. Then deductive science came to be and perhaps still comes to 

be aa a result both of a logos from beyond the gates of Night and Day, and 

of the fracturing of Being and of the Motion going on in the Realm of Fire 

and Night. Or can deductive science proceed on its own way, simply leaving 

behind whet triggered its coming-to-be? It has sometimes attempted to do 

this ~ to become, for instance, purely formal, with the specification of 

every element end every rule of operation, and the exclusion of every bit 

of explicit or implicit ontology, with the intent of i nsuring log ical 

completeness and consistency . The effort has led t o ma ny refinements; 

but the odd result of modern metamathematica l study is t hat t he effort 

cannot succeed in its original intention. l'lathematics does no t succeed 

in being completely in itself and for itself . I t s t r iumph lies not in 

isolated grandeur , but in coping as best it ca n with necessities that appear . 

Deductive mathematics , not quite a century afte r coming to be , under

went a crisis with r espec t to its foundations . The discovery of incomme n-

~ Jrability can well have been early i~ the 5th century. It impl ies, rather 

1ibviously one would think , the falsity of the old Pythagor ean doctr ine that 

1!2 11 is number , whatever that doctrine may have meant. But i f t he di scovery 

,,1as early, an important consequence of i t was s omewha t slow in be ing real i zed . 

~-he teaching concerning ratios of magnitudes was origina l ly conce ived in 

1a numerical fashion: fou r magnitudes a re proportional when the first is 

the same part, parts or multiple of the second t hat the third is of the 

fourth. That definition is still being used by Hippocrates of Chios. 

Archytas, around 400 B. C., is saying that logistic , the doc t r ine of r atios 

of numbers, has the highest rank among the arts . and in particular it is 

superior to geometry, "since it can treat more clearly then the latter 

whatever it will." Archytas thus fails to notice that the fact of incommen

s urability sets a new task for mathematics , the formulation of a new 

definition of proportionality, one which will apply to megnitudes that 

rney be incommensurable. 
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The problem is solved by the early fourth century, possibly by 

Theaetetus; at least he is the first we knOliln to have used the new 

definition, and he did so extensively. The new definition of same ratio 

or proportionality ls not the one embodied in Euclid, the definition due 

to Eudoxus, but a precursor of the latter, one which we can argue Euclid 

excised from Book X es it came down to him from Theeetetus. The manner 

of the new definition is worth noting. At the beginning of Book VII of 

Euclid , a method is given of determining the greateat common divisor of 

two numbers ; it has come to be called the Euclidean algorithm. 

What is the greatest common divisor of 65 , 39? 

65 

39 

39 

26 

26 

13 

But 13 measures 25. 

Ans: 13 is g.c.d. (65,39) . 

The lesser of the two numbers is subtracted from the greater until 

a yet smaller number remains . This smaller remainder is subtracted from 

the preceding subtrahend in the same manne r, and so one continues, obtaining 

a series of decreasing remainders , until one arrives at a remainder that 

measures the preceding remainder . 1 .1 the case shown, this number is 13, 

which is the greatest common divisor of 65 and 39. 

This same procedure of successive, in-turn, subtractions--lts Greek 

name was antanairesis---can be applied to megnitudee, in order to determine 

their common measure . But suppose t hey are incommens urable; then the 

subtractions would go on forever, without any remainder being found that 

measured the preceding remainder. A particular such ~ituetion is shown in 

the following diagram, which showg the side and diegonel of a square: 

A 

DE EB (aymmetry) 

CD (isoecelee rt. 6. ) 

CD = AC - AB 

CE = AB (or CB) - CD (or EB) 

And ao on ad infinitum. 
c 8 

E 25 



f iret the aide is subtracted from the diagonal, leaving CD; CD is 

then subtracted from the side CB t111ice, and so on; I will not go into. 

the .proof of incommanaurability hare, 111hich necessarily involves a 

reduction to the absurd; but one can get a hint from the diagram as 

to why the process would be infinite. Nevertheless, this infinite 

procaaa of antanairasis would ~o on in e determinate way, for e given 

pair of original magnitudes. The n~ remainder, for example, might 

subtract two times frorn rel1)8inder .!:!::.!.; and remainder n-1 might subtract 

three times from remainder n. The two and three, along with the corres

ponding numbers for all the other subtractions, would characterize and 

define the antanairesis as a whole. Then same antanairesis could be the 

definition of same ratio: a first magnitude would have to a second magnitude 

the same ratio as a third to a fourth if the first and second magnitude 

had the same antanairesis as the third end the fourth. With this definition, 

it ie possible to prove, for example, that rectangles under the same height 

are to one another as their bases, because one sees that the antanairesis 

111ill go on in the same way with the rectangles as with the bases, even 

though the antanairesis be infinite. 

There are other mathematical exploits of Theaetetus, embodied in 

booka X and XIII, and they are of a kind with the formulation of the 

definition of proportionality that I have just described . Using theoreme 

about numbers in new ways , Theaetetue succeeds in rendering what was 

inexpressible expressible . Such achievement, I would suggest, should be 

put down under the rubr ic of Pa~cal's esprit de finesse , rather than 

under his esprit de geometrie, the geometrical turn of mi nd, which Pascal 

so berates for i t s blindness to t he problem of the principles. The 

Pythagorean mathe nia t a, arithmetic , geometry, and the rest, are not liber a l 

arts merely or pr imarily i n being deductive , i n proceeding s t epwi s e i n 

accordance wi th ce rtain r ules . Their liberali t y, it seems t o me, has an 

essential relation to tb_e a~reness not merely of logical necessity , but 

of that necessity with which they ere designed to cope : we are free men 

when we ere aware of tha-t ne.e.essi ty and can begin to cope with it. The 

liberal arts become f ully Hber~+ _ only as we turn to11JBrd the problem of 

the principles, toward the rMtr.ix of necessity in which those principles 

ere embedded, toward the question of being from which those arts take 

their riae. 
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Notes 

l. (p. 1) This lecture owes everything, or nearly everythl~g. t~ ' 
number of studies by historians of mathematics, parti~~1~:'.;; 
0. Becker, "Die Leh re vom Geraden und Ungeraden im n0Tc: nr. Rue:. 
der euklidischen Elemente,'' uellen und Studien zur Gesc~1ch~Q 
der Mathematik ••• , Abt. B, Band 3 193 , 125-1 5; B. :., va!1 
der Waerden, "Die Ari thmetik der Pythagoreer, '' Mathematische Annalen, 
!20, (1947-1949), pp. 127-153, and Science AwaJcening (Ne~ Y~~k: 
Oxford Univ. Press, 1971): G. Vlastos, "Zeno of Elea" in .i::nclyclopedia 
of Philosophy, VIII, 370; O. Neugebauer, The ~xact Sciences in Anti
quity, 2d ed., 1957; and above all articles by Arpad Szabo: "Zur 
Geschichte der Dialektek des Denkens, 11 in Acta Antigua Academiae 
Scientiarum Hungaricae, II (1954), 17-62, and "The Transformation 
of Mathematics into Deductive Science and the Beginnings of its 
Foundation on Definitions and Axioms," in Scripta Mathematica, 27 
(1964), 28-48 and 113-139. For the Proclue text I depended on 
Procli Diadochi in Primum Euclidis Elementorum Commentarii (ed. 
Friedlein, Teubner, 1873) and the recent translation by the late 
Glenn H. Morrow, A Commentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements 
(Princeton, 1970). In the section on Parmenides there may be recog
nized a certain inspiration, much diluted, of Martin Heidegger~s 
What is Called ~hinking? (tr. Wieck & Graz, New York: Harper & Row , 
1954). 

?. In particu1ar, see Walter Burkert , Lore and Science in Ancient 
~lthagoreanism. 
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